
 
 
 
 
The panel judging the FAD Thought and Criticism 2014 Award regards the 
multiplicity of proposals received - both in terms of themes and of formats and media 
- as very positive.  
 
Some works, however, were not accepted for consideration for failing to comply 
with the rules of the competition by reason of either time factors, being unpublished, 
or not being linked  directly to the area of architectural thought and criticism.  
The jury would also like to place on record the substantial decline in the number of 
works received for this edition, probably caused by the serious crisis affecting the 
publishing world in general.  
 
The criteria used in making the selection were: originality, the degree of cultural 
reflexion and depth of treatment of the themes, methodological rigor and the 
innovative aspects arising from the concept of architectural culture unbound by 
disciplinary barriers. 
After a number of sittings, the panel decided to select the following works as 
finalists: 
 
João Cepeda, Nadir Afonso arquitecto (Caleidoscópio/Fundação Nadir Afonso). 
VV.AA.,  Leprosaria Nacional. Modernidade e Ruína no Hospital-Colónia Rovisco 
Pais (Dafne Editora). 
Juan Domingo Santos, La tradition innovada. Escritos sobre regresión y modernidad 
(Fundación Caja de Arquitectos). 
Nieves Fernández Villalobos, Utopías domésticas. La casa del Futuro de Alison y 
Peter Smithson (Fundación Caja de Arquitecto). 
Acústica visual. La modernidad de Julius Shulman, documentary directed by Eric 
Bricker (Fundación Caja de Arquitectos). 
rita_Revista Indexada de Textos Académicos, núm. 1 (Red Fundamentos). 
Following discussion around the works mentioned, it was decided to award two 
special mentions to: 
VVAA,  Leprosaria nacional. Modernidade e Ruína no Hospital-Colónia Rovisco 
Pais, as a significant example of the  editions released under the “Equações de 
Arquitectura” collection  by Dafne Editora, which evidence a rigorous 
interdisciplinary collaboration and its extraordinary contribution of original 
documents. 
rita_Revista Indexada de Textos Académicos, for combining subjects of current 
interest with historical research, for its thoughtful selection, for the respectability of 
its articles and the quality of the edition.  
 
 
Finally, it was decided to grant the FAD 2014 Thought and Criticism Award jointly 
to the following works: 
 
Juan Domingo Santos, La tradición innovada. Escritos sobre regresión y 
modernidad, for its cross-disciplinary focus at the time of addressing the problem of 
architectural creativity based on rethinking the ways in which tradition and 



modernity meet, illustrated by use of a number of singularly well-chosen examples 
and case studies that place the contacts between architecture and other areas of 
contemporary culture in sharp focus.  
Nieves Fernández Villalobos, Utopías domésticas. La casa del Futuro de Alison y 
Peter Smithson, for its detailed analysis of the genealogy and historical context of the 
Smithsons' idiosyncratic experimental home from intriguing interdisciplinary 
viewpoints, through a rigorous examination of the whole gamut of references 
employed and with an excellent interaction of  heterogeneous sources.  
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